Abstract: comprises a c o n t r o l computer, a remote data a c q u i s i t i o n subsystem, and t h r e e hyperpure germanium gamma r a d i a t i o n detectors. t h i s document i s t h e d e s c r i p t i o n o f various steps f o r t h e o r d e r l y s t a r tup, use, and shutdown o f t h e FRRDS.
Only those items necessary f o r these operations are included. W151-UM-002, "Operating I n s t r u c t i o n s For t h e 42" Inch F l e x i b l e Receiver," WHC-SD-W151-UM-003, "Operating I n s t r u c t i o n s For t h e 4"-6" I n c h F l e x i b l e Receiver," and t h e vendor supplied system users guide (Ref. 6 ) .
The F l e x i b l e Receiver Radiation Detection System (FRRDS)
The To fill detector cryostat, remove insulated cryostat cap and insert metal hnnel in mouth of cryostat. Use a small piece of rope, rubber or plastic tubing or tightly folded paper as a wedge between the funnel and the cryostat for vapor venting. Avoid allowing the 'wedge' to fall into the cryostat. Alternatively, an outside rib on the funnel at contact with cryostat mouth will allow sufficient venting.
Slowly dispense (pour) LN2 from the stock cryostat into the funnel. Rapid venting of nitrogen gas will occur when the LN2 contacts any warm surfaces. Venting will diminish as contacted materials are cooled. Continue slowly filling until LN2 begins to overflow cryostat mouth.
Replace cryostat caps and store supply cryostats
Detector Placement and Electrical Connection
The detectors are used on fixed locations on the FRRDS. They are connected to a remote electronics cabinet by a cable set of wires providing power, control signals and detector pulse data. The detectors must be connected and placed after 'cool down' Do not energize detectors until proper cooldown is completed (section 5.1).
Materials and Equipment

WHC-SD-Wl51-UM-001
Use of plastic sheeting to protect equipment from radiation contamination is recommended. However, care should be taken to not cover air or ventilation ports on the electronics cabinet.
Steps
Note: Cables and connection points are identified with number labels. Refer to drawings H-2-79190 and EG&G 446926 for detail cable interconnection guidance.
Note: Nucleonics chassis must be placed sufficiently near Flexible Receiver to allow final cabled detector placement. Allow automatic power up sequence to proceed. When complete the display will show the bootstrap request as shown in Figure 3 Note: In certain situations, automatic
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boot may be stalled as shown in Figure 3 .
In this case, proceed to step 5. Perform login procedure, section 5.4.
Computer Login
Once the computer has been started, the user is required to log onto the system. User names and valid passwords for normal operations are recorded in the system log book. It should be noted that the computer system does not have a record of the current plain text passwords. Passwords entered by the user are stored in an encrypted form. Thus, either the user must remember the password, or the passwords must be kept in a controlled record. An example of the login screen is shown in Figure 4 
5.5
System Startup Verification M e r Login and prior to routine operations, the system operability may be determined by starting an acquisition. This may be with or without radiation sources. Site conditions may be sufficient to provide ample signal to confirm readiness. Alternatively, a check source may be placed near the endcaps of the detectors and a short acquisition started as noted here. At the end of a retrieval, enter the completion command ENDBS-]
5.6.2.4
Enter appropriate parameter and descriptive data into the system log book Review reports Perform any additional post retrieval data processes as directed
System Shutdown
An orderly system shutdown is required to properly stop operations. In general, this is the reverse of the startup procedure except for the computer programs. System calibration is dependent on source to detector geometry and any interposed shielding. For FRRDS, geometry is the distance from the center of the retriever to the endcap of the detectors. Shielding is the Flexible Receiver housing and any lead at the detectors designed to control detector count rates. Not included in typical calibrations for FRRDS is self shielding of the source such as radioactivity inside of a pump housing being processed by the Flexible Receiver. Existing calibrations must be modified through manual computations to reflect process knowledge about the degree of self shielding from source to source.
5.7.1
Requirements: 1) A traceable source of "*Th of approximately one microcurie 2)
Suspend the source in the center of the Flexible Receiver at the height of the FRRDS detector view ports.
Operational FRRDS positioned on a flexible receiver.
C. 1
Note: Shielding, source geometry, and source activity govern the amount of time required to obtain a valid calibration spectrum. This measurement may require as much as six hours of counting.
Acquire calibration spectra sufficient for statistical validity (minimum 15 minutes) by entering the following command:
C.2 C.3 Start the calibration by entering the following command as described in section 2.8 ofRef. 
